
Virtue Ethics and Habit
Unit 2



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpCvnBrjAhQ


What is hookup culture?

A culture that “accepts and encourages casual sexual 
encounters, including one-night stands and other related 
activity, which focus on physical pleasure without necessarily 
including emotional bonding or long-term commitment.”



Hookup Culture and Habit

Main Argument?

Supporting Arguments?



“In Control? Hookup Culture and Habit”
Discussion Qs:

● What is a modern understanding of sex and sexuality? How is this reflected in 
hookup culture (or not)?

● Is her analysis of our desires correct? Do we desire marriage and lasting 
relationships, and to what degree?

● As a woman, Zimmerman’s article tends to focus on a female perspective (for 
once!), but what effect does hookup culture have on men and our perception 
of “masculinity”? 

● How is the way we treat women in other areas of our culture reflected in or 
perpetuated by hookup culture? How does our culture “practice” our treatment 
of women through our treatment of sexuality?



What does the 
Catholic Church teach 
about sexuality?



Catholic Sexual Teaching
● What is the “good” we are striving for?

● How do we best achieve that good?



Amoris Laetitiae 150-157 



Aristotle and Virtue

● Morality and ethics is rooted in shaping the human person 
to best achieve eudemonia (or happiness)

● We achieve eudemonia by acquiring virtue, which we 
gain through repeated actions (or habits)



Aristotle and Virtue

● Aristotle identifies 4 cardinal (or primary) virtues:
○ Temperance
○ Fortitude
○ Justice
○ Prudence



Thomas Aquinas and Aristotle

● Thomas Aquinas (1125-1274), a Dominican priest, is one 
of the most influential theologians in the Catholic tradition

● Rediscovered Aristotle, whose philosophy shaped much 
of AQ’s own thinking

● Aquinas reaffirmed the importance of the cardinal virtues, 
and added 3 theological (or God-given) virtues:
○ Faith
○ Hope
○ Charity (Love)



Thomas Aquinas and Aristotle

● Aquinas’s understanding of eudaimonia is slightly different 
- happiness is found ultimately through one’s relationship 
with God

● Virtue, developed through our habits, should lead us to 
not only live more like Christ but to actually become more 
like Christ



Virtue Ethics + Catholic Sexual Teaching

● Virtue Ethics is what shapes much of Catholic moral 
teaching, including the Church’s teaching on sexuality

● “Training” not only temperance but charity
● To give of ourselves fully - see: Christ on the cross


